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Wing Tai Retail is honoured to be a recipient of the 2012 Singapore Quality Award. 
The prestigious award recognises the company as having attained world-class 
standards of performance excellence, and marks a defining moment in the 
company’s history as the first ever retailer to win the Singapore Quality Award.

The journey towards achieving business excellence is a rigorous one, challenging 
our management and employees to constantly raise the bar on our performance. 
Everyone in the organisation is united in the commitment towards higher standards 
of performance and sets out to achieve targets according to our corporate values.

Driven and focused, our efforts were rewarded. In June 2011, we were the first 
retailer to be recognised as an Iconic Customer Centric organisation. Since 
then, Wing Tai Retail has continued its pursuit of excellence by embracing new 
challenges, new learning and benchmarking, adopting innovation and technology 
along the way to better understand and engage customers with exceptional retail 
experiences.

Today, Wing Tai Retail is renowned for its sharp eye and keen sense in spotting 
global trends, strong business acumen and extensive networks. We are highly 
sought after by global brands for their expansion into Asia, especially Southeast 
Asia. By offering exceptional value, leading design and top customer service, 
the company has emerged as a prominent player in the fashion retail markets in 
Singapore and Malaysia.

As a progressive company, we believe in achieving breakthroughs in all areas 
of our business. In our quest for excellence, the company has also received 
awards and accolades from government agencies and private institutions 
alike, an acknowledgement of its leadership excellence, business, product and 
service quality, organisational and partnership excellences, and corporate social 
responsibility initiatives.

The Singapore Quality Award endorses our effort. It would not have been possible 
without the commitment, passion and teamwork of Wing Tai Retail collectively -  
our staff, Chairman and members of the Board and our business partners. We are 
encouraged to keep our eyes on new goals ahead of us, to remain a world-class 
company of performance excellence. 

Foreword

Mrs Helen Khoo
Executive Director
Wing Tai Retail Pte Ltd
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01 Organisational 
Profile
Organisational Relationship
Founded in Hong Kong in 1955, Wing Tai, a parent company of Wing Tai Retail, was 
incorporated in Singapore in 1963 and has become the region’s leading property 
developer and lifestyle company.

Listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange since 1989, Wing Tai’s principal activity is 
investment holding. Core businesses of the Wing Tai group of companies, including 
Wing Tai Malaysia Berhad in Malaysia, Wing Tai Properties Limited in Hong Kong, 
and Wing Tai (China) Investment Ptd Ltd in China, consist of property development 
and investment, hospitality management, and lifestyle retail.

Wing Tai’s extensive portfolio is accomplished through the company’s commitment 
to building trust and long-term mutually beneficial relationships with its business 
partners, customers and staff.

Organisational Relationship
Wing Tai Retail is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Wing Tai Holdings. In 1989, 
the company entered into a joint venture with G2000 to boost fashion retail in 
Singapore. Since then, it has evolved into a multi-brand retailer with 18 brands 
and 211 stores spread across Singapore and Malaysia, with a committed staff of 
over 1,300 employees.

At the close of their 2012 financial year, the gross turnover of Wing Tai Retail 
Division stood at $419 million. In 2011, Wing Tai Retail Division contributed 29% 
of Wing Tai Holdings’ turnover. Brands that are put in for the Singapore Quality 
Award application involved only the Singapore market and a selective cluster 
of 15 brands with a supporting team of 1,038 employees. The brands are: 
adidas, BCBGMAXAZRIA, Ben Sherman, Diva, Dorothy Perkins, FOX, G2000, 
Karen Millen, Maxstudio.com, Miss Selfridge, Pumpkin Patch, Topshop, Topman, 
Warehouse and Wallis.
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Building winning partnerships with business partners, customers and staff



Retail Organisation Profile
Wing Tai Retail employs people of different races and nationalities spanning a wide 
age range. As of 31 July 2012, Wing Tai Retail’s staff strength stood at 1,038 with 140 
employees at headquarters and the remaining 898 employees on the shop floor. Of 
this figure, 76% were full-time workers while 24% were part-timers (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Employee’s Profile as of 31 July 2012 

Age Below 26 years old 44% 86%
26 to 35 years old 31%   1%
36 to < 50 years old 15%   2%
Above 50 years old 11% 11%

Full Time Part Time

Gender Female 74% 72%
Male 26% 28%

Race Chinese 55% 39%
Filipino 26%   0%
Malay 11%   39%

Length of Less than a year 18% 75%
Service 1 to < 5 years 51% 22%

5 years to < 10 years 17%   1%
10 years to < 15 years   7%   1%
15 years to < 20 years   5%   1%

  2%   0%

Nationality 54% 100%
Filipino 26%   0%
Malay 10%   0%

Wing Tai Retail’s diverse workforce

Singaporean / Singapore PR

More than 20 years



Vision
To be the leading fashion and lifestyle company in Asia by providing delightful 
experiences for all to discover.
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To drive sustainable growth and profitability by inspiring our people to deliver 
values and exceptional experiences that will resonate with customers for long-term 
engagement, in the spirit of our credo: Inspiring People. Delighting Customers.

Mission

Values

Seek a win-win balance with: Those we service/ Those we employ/ Those we partner 
with.

Work Philosophy

Always provide customers with quality plus.
Customers

High emphasis on people development, nurturing talent and grooming leaders.
People

Cultivate a result-oriented culture through teamwork, trustworthiness, passion and 
strong sense of purpose.

Culture

Seek pleasure and fun at work and always embrace challenges with positive attitude.   
Attitude

Customer Relationships
Wing Tai Retail sets out to fulfill its customers’ entire life-cycle needs of apparel 
and lifestyle products through various brands from babies to teenage casuals, 
workwear, disposable fast fashion, and commercial premium products.

All the company’s retail formats are partnerships in the form of exclusive 
franchises or joint ventures with overseas principals who are all reputable and 
successful brand owners with proven track records in their respective categories. 

Understanding its customers’ needs and expectations, Wing Tai Retail has 
developed a completely different approach of delivering solutions to its customers 
with the main aim of making them customers for life.



Partner Relationships

Wing Tai Retail partners a wide variety of companies in its quest to deliver 
great products to its customers. These include:

- principals, brand owners or franchisors;
- landlords or shopping mall owners;
- key vendors such as creative / media agencies and CRM consultants; 
- project designers and contractors.

The company actively communicates and practises a business philosophy of 
win-win solutions, fair dealing and trust building for long-term relationships with both 
suppliers and partners. In return, it expects the same courtesy from all its partners.

Competitive Challenges

The retail market is becoming increasingly competitive and Wing Tai Retail faces 
increased competition from different directions. Where previously traditional single 
owner/design operators existed, the market now features departmental store chains 
which provide one-stop accessibility, speciality store chains from both international 
and regional brands, category killers who establish flagship mega stores, aggressive 
marketing and promotion of online shopping, and brand owners who are increasingly 
taking back operation rights themselves.

In addition, the company also faces other strategic challenges. The two integrated 
resorts in Sentosa and Marina Bay opened in 2009 and 2010 respectively plus 
new malls built along Orchard Road added a total of 6 million square feet of retail 
space to the market. The result was an influx of new competition and a tremendous 
manpower squeeze across the retail and service sector caused by the sudden 
creation of huge additional retail space.
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Organisational Directions

Despite the challenges, the changing retail landscape, increased competition and 
time-strapped consumers demanding immediate gratification has given rise to 
new opportunities for Wing Tai Retail. While not being able to own the brands, the 
company strives to own its customers by placing them in the centre of its purpose. 

In engaging the long-term loyalty of its customers, Wing Tai Retail leverages on the 
four drivers of customer centricity, human capital, flagship status and productivity, as 
well as the four enablers comprising Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) technology, staff engagement tools, innovation 
and design, and social and digital media in order to achieve sustainable profit and 
growth (see Figure 1.2).



Organisational Culture
Wing Tai Retail values a quality-plus organisational culture that encourages a win-
win behaviour at work; a strong sense of purpose, teamwork and a result-oriented 
approach towards customers; positive attitudes that seek pleasure and fun; and an 
environment that nurtures talent and grooms leaders. 

The company targets to achieve this through four areas: human capital (learning), 
customer centricity (innovation), productivity (achievement of objectives) and flagship 
status (innovation) and leverages on the following activities to attain its purpose:

Events  >  Annual Dinner & Dance, Breakfast Meetings, Recreational 
   Activities

Initiatives  >  Customer Centric Initiative (CCI) journey, Building fashion 
   culture, Team-building activities, Buddy system

Routines  >  Monthly / weekly meetings, Internal seminars / workshops,
           Training and Development system, Continuous education,
                     Monthly Mystery Shopper Programme (MSP) / Customer 
   feedback

Incentives  >  Sales & Mystery Shopper Programme (MSP) incentives, 
   Visual Merchandising Specialist allowance, Professional 
   certification, Sponsorship and eligibility into the 
   Management Trainee Programme 
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Figure 1.2: Wing Tai Retail’s Drivers and Enablers 
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Wing Tai Retail exercises its corporate social responsibility through active participation 
in charitable causes. It contributes annually to the Kidney Dialysis Foundation, the 
Wing Tai-Boys’ Brigade Share-A-Gift project, as well as towards educational and 
community development, societal aid and disaster relief programmes. 

While the desired culture is consistent with Wing Tai Retail’s core values, the 
company maintains alignment and internalisation of its senior management team 
through frequent mentions and the building of project topics around it such as 
Dinner & Dance, townhall sessions, annual retreats and recreation club activities.

Conscious of closing any culture gaps, the company engages in identifying 
gaps through internal channels such as annual appraisals, employee surveys, 
exit interviews and staff feedback; external means like customer feedback 
(complaints and compliments); and informal methods including observations 
and conversations.

Wing Tai Retail’s Annual Dance and Dance



Leadership



02 Leadership

Senior Executive Leadership
The senior management and leadership team comprising of general managers 
of the various business units sets the direction of the organisation and creates 
a service-oriented culture focusing on the mantra of the company’s mission: 
Inspiring People. Delighting Customers. 

The approach is undertaken to ensure open communication with staff and instill 
a customer-centric people focus culture amongst the staff.

Inspiring People. Delighting Customers : The Wing Tai Retail  (WTR) Approach
- Review WTR’s Vision and Mission

- Strategic Review and Planning

- Annual Business Plan

- Communication

- Implementation / Monitoring

- Evaluation

- Reward and Recognition

- Performance Review
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Wing Tai Retail’s Senior Executive Leadership



Deployment

Figure 2.1: Deployment of Key Stakeholders 
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Showcasing Strategic Business Unit’s achievement by General Manager

- Review Wing Tai Retail’s vision
 and mission
- Wing Tai Retail strategic direction
 and business foci
- Annual business plan
- Strategic review and planning
- Budget presentation

AnnuallyExecutive Director

- Strategic Business Unit (SBU)
 strategy and business meeting
- Align SBU strategies & foci with
 Wing Tai Retail
- Annual business plan review and
 planning
- SBU target setting and action plans
- Budget presentations

QuarterlyGeneral Managers

- Department performace reviews
- Target setting and action plans reviews
- SWOT analysis

WeeklyHeads Of Departments
(HOD)

Key Stakeholders
Involved (Internal
& External) Policies/Programmes/Practices Frequency



Figure 2.2: Organisation Culture Focus
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The senior management continues its active and progressive involvement to set 
the organisational direction in line with the company’s vision, mission and core 
values to create an environment that is customer-oriented and to nurture a spirit 
of learning and interaction (see Figure 2.3). 

Figure 2.3: Leadership Effectiveness and Involvement

People Excellence
- Customized Career Development
 Plans (CDP)
- Approved Training Organisation
- Certified On-the-job training centre
- In-house Workforce Skills Qualification
 (WSQ) programmes
- In-house Leadership and People
 Management (LPM) modules

PeoplePeople Development

Business Focus Initiatives Core Value



360 Degrees Improvement Cycle
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Figure 2.4: Performance Improvement Cycle

PERFORMANCE 
IMPROVEMENT

- Retail ERP
- Shop Walks

- Department Meetings 
- Management Meetings 
- Sharing Sessions 

FEEDBACK
EVALU

AT
IO

N
LEADERSHIP

- Operations Meetings
- Training Review
- Breakfast Meetings
- Shop Walks
- Mystery Audits
- Social Media

The 360 degrees cycle which is also practised in Toyota Production System 
(TPS), includes information and reports compiled by the Retail Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) system and provides the management with real-time 
information on the shop floor (see Figure 2.4). 

The operations, brand management, visual merchandising and training and 
development departments also engage in regular shop walks to monitor the 
different aspects of business performances. At Wing Tai Retail, feedback is 
not confined to that from the management. With a keen interest in people, the 
company emphasises 360-degree feedback in its quest towards total customer 
satisfaction, as illustrated in this equation:

Service Excellence + Innovation = Customer Satisfaction

Ensuring customer’s satisfaction through service excellence by our staff



Organisational Culture
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Figure 2.5: The 3 E’s of Organisational Culture

In cultivating a culture consistent with our vision, mission and values as well 
as encouraging and supporting learning, innovation and achievement of the 
organisation’s objectives, Wing Tai Retail believes in the 3 E’s of Engagement, 
Empowerment and Endorsement as shown below (see Figure 2.5). 

- Mystery Shopper Programme commission
- Sales target commission
- Singapore Experience Award Incentive
- Annual Dinner and Dance Awards : 2 Categories -
 Inspirational, Innovative Awards and Best Dressed Awards
- Training Awards : People Developer, Best Enrolment
 Outlet, Best Service Team, Best Overall Shop
 Performance

Endorsement

- Customized courses for staff at every level
- Fashion coordinator training handbooks (Junior, Senior
 and Trainee Manager levels)
- On-the-job training logs for all staff
- Training file for all shops for staff training administration
 and follow up
- Staff achievement chart for tracking of training
- Buddy system for newcomers

Empowerment

- New Employee Orientation for newcomers
- On-the-job training conducted by Shop-In-Charges
 (SIC) themselves
- Change Champion Initiative; SIC champion change,
 share during operations meetings
- Town hall meetings for celebrating success of CCI
 journeys
- Daily briefings by SICs’ covering sales and service
 targets

Engagement

3 “E”s   Practices



Corporate Governance
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Figure 2.6 : WTR Corporate Governance

The company is committed to complying with and maintaining high standards 
of corporate governance to ensure corporate transparency and safeguard its 
shareholders’ interests. The principles, structures and processes of corporate 
governance as adopted by the company are in line with the principles and 
guidelines of the Code of Corporate Governance 2005 (see Figure 2.6). 

- Approve strategic business plan
- Major acquisitions or disposal of assets
- Management performance review
- Group’s corporate policies and financial
 performance review
- Approve quarterly and annual financial
 results of the Group
- Establish a framework of prudent and
 effective controls to assess and risk
 management

QuarterlyThe Board

- Internal Controls
- Interested Person Transaction
- Internal Audit
- Whistle Blowing

QuarterlyAuditing
Committee

- Strategic Risk
- Operational Risks
- Financial Risks
- Human Resource Risks
- Crisis Risk

Quarterly
or more

Risk Management

- Board Membership
- Board Performance
- Information Access

Quarterly /
as and 
when
necessary

Nominating
Committee

- Remuneration Reviews
- Remuneration Approval

QuarterlyRemuneration
Committee

Areas Functions Frequency



Planning



03 Planning

Strategic Planning Process
Wing Tai Retail’s strategic planning process is a cycle that allows for continual 
evaluation and improvement. Beginning with the company’s vision and mission, 
these facilitate strategic analysis which in turn leads to strategic choices being 
made. From there, these are deployed and then monitored and reviewed before 
a re-look into the vision and mission takes place (see Figure 3.1).
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The company’s vision and mission are communicated via Strategic Business 
Units (SBU) through strategic meetings, townhall sessions and highlighted 
annually during the company’s dinner & dance event. 

Figure 3.1: Strategic Planning Process

Wing Tai Retail Strategy Framework

Wing Tai Retail’s strategy encircles four key areas:
 
1) Customer-Centricity, where the company will defend and increase market share, 
while owning its customers and sustaining their business value

2) Productivity, which will see the improvement of labour productivity and the 
optimisation of invested technology to raise sales productivity



Figure 3.2: Wing Tai Retail Strategy Framework

3) Human Capital, through which the company will strive to become the employer 
of choice in retail and maximise staff capabilities and talents

4) Flagship Status, where it aims to become the retailer of choice in Southeast Asia 
and Asia

Wing Tai Retail has developed both short-term and long-term goals for each 
category as it moves towards achieving its business objectives. These goals are 
translated into action plans that are cascaded down to all levels of the organisation 
where appropriate. Action plans are monitored and any gaps are identified and 
reviewed on an on-going basis (see Figure 3.2).
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Assessing Risks
External consultants and auditors are continuously engaged to perform risk reviews 
with the most recent done in July 2012 by KPMG. Wing Tai Retail also maintains a 
risk register. Each risk is given due consideration in the strategic analysis to ensure 
that the downsides of significant risk exposures are covered.

Information from Business Partners
Wing Tai Retail works very closely with its business partners, including landlords, principals 
and vendors, to stay in touch with industry trends, developments and challenges. 

Its Executive Director, Retail Development team and General Managers maintain 
continuous dialogues and conversations with major landlords in Singapore for 
better forward planning.



Since 2007, Wing Tai Retail has held strategic meetings, workshops and retreats 
every year. In addition to reviewing the vision and mission, such meetings 
also took an in-depth look into the business environment, through which they 
reinforced their market position and derived the four strategic pillars. In the most 
recent strategic review, a projection of 2020’s consumer trends was conducted 
in addition to an assessment of the business environment. 

Wing Tai Retail Strategy Meeting 2011 
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Strategic Focus and Goals

Wing Tai Retail invests in human capital

The company boasts a wide network of principals from varied geographies, 
business formats and products offered. The Executive Director and General 
Managers demonstrate strong collaboration with them, and are often seen as 
forward-looking and dynamic business partners.

While such a close association is a validation of the company’s performance, it 
also offers opportunities to learn best practices from the principals to be applied 
in Singapore, and also across other brands within its portfolio. The principals 
can offer insights into corporate changes and merchandise directions that 
often impact the direction of the business. Thus, implications can be deduced 
and judgments made as input into the strategic planning process.



Other than landlords and principals, Wing Tai Retail also works closely 
with media and creative agencies, technology vendors, consultants and 
government bodies. The media and creative agencies offer valuable inputs on 
new consumer trends in media and marketing aspects such as social media 
trends, best practices and others.

Technology vendors, on the other hand, provide many platforms for updates 
on new technologies like cloud computing and hardware trends update, while 
consultants present new insights and best practices in a range of fields. 
Lastly, government bodies showcase the key focus of their respective areas, 
for example, Spring Singapore on productivity, IDA on infocomm development 
and WDA on training.
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The trends and developments gleaned from such associations are brought up 
and discussed at monthly meetings and strategic meetings.

Use of technology to engage our customers

Strategic meetings to share trends and developments
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Leveraging Customer Information
Wing Tai Retail has captured an abundance of customer data. Such consumer 
insights are one of the key information used in its strategic analysis. The 2011 
strategy planning meeting, for example, was titled “Consumers of 2020” and 
focused on preparing for future consumer trends.

As the company’s loyalty penetration rate approaches a significant level, there 
is plenty of leverage from data analytics to drive both the strategic and tactical 
implementation of business plans and actions. There are also substantial customer 
feedback being collated by the retail services department and CRM teams which 
will produce useful information directly from customers.  

Use of Staff Ideation and Feedback
The use of staff ideation is to build in the innovation process which will be covered 
in Chapter 5. This is becoming an important channel of input into the company’s 
strategy meeting as Wing Tai Retail moves into engaging a new generation of 
consumers. Junior staff who were born in the digital era provide useful feedback 
as well as insight into new technology and media trends of the business.

Background of Wing Tai Retail’s Info System Development
Before 2007, Wing Tai Retail’s information system was highly fragmented. There 
were several different POS systems, minimal merchandising and warehousing 
capability, as well as stand-alone finance and HR systems. A strategic decision 
was made in 2005 to source and implement an ERP system so that a common 
technology platform could be achieved. The benefits of this include:

- Standardisation of processes

- Efficiencies in system support and maintenance

- Portability of human resources across business units

- Scalability of new brands and territories

- Facilitates company-wide technology add-ons (e.g. CRM system, people 
  counter system)

- Reduction of manual processes

- Systematic and efficient information management

- Availability of business intelligence tools to support business analysis and

- Merchandising and stock allocation / replenishment capabilities
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As the business grew significantly in the early 2000, the economies of scale 
from the two major system implementations resulted in significant cost savings 
from the introduction of ERP systems in 2007 and CRM systems in 2011.

The use of Wing Tai Retail’s information system brought about the following 
successes:

- Consolidated information source throughout the organisation

- Business intelligence capability to aid business analysis

- Streamline and standardisation of processes

- Automation of processes to reduce manual work

- Automated reports to reduce manual extractions and enhance information 
  sharing

Raising the Bar on Performance

Figure 3.3: Wing Tai Retail’s Information Management Framework
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Figure 3.3 illustrates how the integrated system manages information flow and 
supports Wing Tai Retail’s business operations. With the integrated system, 
the company is able to track results against corporate objectives through the 
daily management dash board, monthly management reports and productivity 
reports. The business intelligence tool and automated reports offer a wealth 
of performance management data, while information on comparable store 
growth, operational key performance indicators (KPIs) and productivity 
measures allow for overall performance management. 

Effective data collection and management is now possible. The centralised 
information source in the ERP system ensures consistency, accuracy and 
availability, and offers various reporting tools such as the Business Intelligence 
tool, the Crystal report writer and automated reports. The system also gives 
real-time sales updates and sends daily management reports to all key 
departments, store KPI reports to the stores and CRM reports to CRM teams. 

There is strict control over information change in the production system. 
Information is stored on the central server for easy access and the daily 
management reports contain up-to-date information access 24/7 and on the 
move. 

Daily sales data, weekly operational KPI reports, monthly management and 
CRM reports, quarterly reports including forecasts and annual budget meetings 
are now systematically prepared and analysed. The system also provides 
effective evaluation and improvement in data and information management. 
Information needs are derived from the users and are centrally reviewed and 
controlled, while information is continuously being integrated centrally from 
other systems. 

Wing Tai Retail uses the comparative data and competitive analysis to set 
challenging goals for the organisation. Competitor financial performance is 
used in annual budget planning, industry information from Singapore statistics 
for benchmarking, and performance information from its sister company and 
principals to set growth targets. 

The company is adopting a systematic approach to benchmarking its processes 
against the best of class organisations, and is working with Spring Singapore 
on industry benchmarking for the retail industry in Singapore.



People



04 People

Human Resource Planning
Wing Tai Retail recognises that its people are its most valuable assets. Hence 
much time and effort goes into its Human Resource (HR) planning, as well as 
management and operations reviews, to ensure that the company’s mission, 
core values and business plan are well-integrated into the overall HR strategy 
and plan (see Figure 4.1). 

The corporation’s HR plan has five key goals: 

1) Hiring the right people 

2) Inculcating the right attitudes and behaviour amongst staff

3) Training employees to meet current and future needs

4) Engaging them in a supportive and conducive environment

5) Ensuring that they are recognised and appropriately rewarded for their 
    contributions

In achieving these aims, Wing Tai Retail has implemented a structured recruitment 
and selection process and a performance management framework. It has in 
place an in-house training and development system that is aligned to Workforce 
Skills Qualifications (WSQ) standards, as well as an employee engagement 
mechanism. Acknowledging the contributions of its staff, the company offers a 
structured compensation and benefits scheme. 
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HUMAN

RESOURCE

Figure 4.1: HR Planning and Review Process



Human Resource Planning

A Comprehensive Feedback Channel for Improvement

Fueled by the overall HR strategy, each of the five goals in the HR plan are met 
with a corresponding HR requirement which the company recognises its needs in 
order to attain success in achieving them (see Figure 4.2). These include ensuring 
manpower fulfilment and a flexible and diverse workforce to address its recruitment 
target, and raising staff competency to WSQ levels for training and development. 
Skills, knowledge and attitude are the focus of its performance management goal, 
while motivation and retention are means towards the company achieving staff 
engagement and well-being. As for compensation and benefits, the company 
favours an alignment to the market standards.

Geared towards constantly improving its staff welfare, Wing Tai Retail offers three 
channels for feedback (see Figure 4.3). Under the corporate channel, employees 
are surveyed for their opinions and have the options of emailing their feedback or 
using the employee feedback envelope.

Within the SBU, half-yearly business planning reviews, half-yearly learning needs 
analysis as well as monthly meetings and weekly reviews are held. Employees are 
also free to use the communication book between Operations and Shop-in-charges.  
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Employee Engagement
Aimed at inculcating the company’s vision, mission and values through working 
environment, brands, experiences and human interactions, Wing Tai Retail has 
embarked on a multi-touchpoint to drive a high level of engagement via four channels: 
corporate, organizational, SBU and at the operational level (see Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.3: Comprehensive Channels for Improvement

Figure 4.4: Multi-touchpoints Employee Engagement



Review for Effectiveness and Improvement

Employee Learning and Development

All of Wing Tai Retail’s efforts in engaging its staff are regularly reviewed through 
employee engagement surveys, performance appraisals and staff feedback to 
ascertain their effectiveness. Fresh strategies are developed following these reviews 
and new mechanisms are identified for implementation at appropriate levels. These 
are then reviewed again, thereby ensuring continual improvement of the employee 
engagement process.

Spurred on by its mission and core values, the company identifies annual objectives 
at the organisational, departmental and individual levels (see Figure 4.5). Following a 
learning needs analysis, Wing Tai Retail designs, implements and reviews the skills, 
knowledge and development needed to achieve these goals, and later evaluate 
their success.  
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Figure 4.5 : Overall Employee Learning & Development Framework



The learning needs analysis involves a detailed system covering four general areas: 

Training and Development (T&D) review

This includes the annual training review, the trainer’s monthly shop visits and the 
training evaluation feedback. For the latter, the company revises and introduces 
new Career Development Plans (CDPs) based on SBUs business needs and 
Learning Needs Analysis (LNA) outcomes, and highlights relevant on-the-job 
training modules, WSQ modules and WSQ advanced certificates (see Figure 4.6).
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Feedback Training System enables staff to know their strengths and weaknesses

Customers’ feedback

These are obtained via two channels, namely Mystery Shopper Programme (MSP) 
and a feedback system.

Performance appraisal system

Here, learning needs are identified for both personal and professional development.

Industry best practices

These encompass the sharing of Customer Centric Initiative learning and external 
service audits.

Figure 4.6: Learning and Development Framework (Design & Develop)



Design and Development of the Learning and Development framework

Employee Well-being and Satisfaction

Taking care of its employees’ career development, Wing Tai Retail has designed 
and developed new defined career pathways which allow employees to further 
their careers in their areas of interest. For instance, a fashion coordinator would 
previously have followed a conventional track to become an Operations Executive. 
However, with the addition of the Visual Merchandising (VM) track and the Styling 
track, that individual could be groomed into a VM Supervisor, Assistant Personal 
Shopping Manager or Style Executive.

The company has established mechanisms in place to ensure the effective delivery 
and review of its learning and development framework. The HR department 
provides employees with an organisation overview and explain HR and employment 
policies. At the shop level, New Employee Orientation (NEO) checklists, on-the-job 
training, product/VM workshops and the buddy system all work together to provide 
comprehensive training for each employee. At the same time, T&D offers an one-
day NEO/basic product knowledge programme in addition to classroom and on-
the-job structured learning and unstructured workshops and seminars which are 
rigorously reviewed and evaluated.

The company employs a multi-touchpoint framework to improve well-being of 
employees (See Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7: Multi-touch points to Improve Well-Being



In terms of feedback and review of employee satisfaction, following tools of 
mechanism are employed (See Figure 4.8):

In taking a holistic approach towards improving employee satisfaction, the 
corporation strives to heighten (See Figure 4.9):

- Social well-being through work-life balance and better benefits

- Medical well-being with health screenings, improved medical benefits 
 and health talks

- Physical well-being by providing a safe and conducive working environment 

- Harmonious relationships by establishing good relationships with the
 union, constant communication and team building activities
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Building good relationships and team spirit through games

Figure 4.8: Review for Improvement Chart



Employee Performance and Recognition

Wing Tai Retail leverages two main tools to drive both performance and recognition 
across the company. The first is the Performance Appraisal (PA) which is conducted 
in June for the annual salary increment and again in December for the year-end 
bonus payment. During the PA, various training needs are discussed such as the 
eligibility for the management trainee programme, sponsorship for further studies or 
simply skills, knowledge and development needs.

Employees at different levels are appraised on varying areas. Retail staff are assigned 
pre-defined appraisal factors. HQ executive and non-executive employees are 
assessed based on interpersonal and functional abilities, with executive staff having 
additional managerial criteria. All staff will receive further points for extra roles and 
responsibilities and results (KRAs).

The second tool is the rewards and recognition system. Under this scheme, career 
development both lateral and vertical and monetary incentives are considered. For 
the latter, all staff are entitled to a variable bonus while commissions, incentives and 
allowances are provided only for shop employees. 
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Figure 4.9: Employee Well-being Mechanism



Raising the bar on employee performance and recognition, Wing Tai Retail ensures 
that its performance appraisal is subject to a constant review of appraisal factors 
and the standardisation of KRAs across SBUs over the same function. Similarly 
the competency framework will include a constant review of the PA and CDP, and 
assessed by the development of new talent. Under continuous education, the 
achievement of developmental courses, overseas training, reverse mission and 
sponsorship for diploma, degree and masters programmes will be measured by 
business performance, productivity measures, staff loyalty and the attrition rate.

Recognition of excellent employee performance
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Customers



05 Customers

Customer focus is Wing Tai Retail’s key strategic thrust. Our customer focus 
strategies are fully supported and articulated in our vision, mission and strategic 
objectives.

Customer Requirements
Wing Tai Retail has evolved customer segmentation from traditional retailers’ 
product and brand focus to a customer-centric one - focusing on the customer’s 
Fashion Personality and Customer Relationship Management (CRM). We 
continue to track and fine-tune our findings through in-store transaction data 
as well as from social media platforms (See Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Wing Tai Retail Segmentation Difference

Typical Retailers 
Customer Segmentation 

By product and/or brand

Wing Tai Retail’s Customer Segmentation

1. Product
2. Customers’ Fashion Personality
3. CRM (transaction data)
4. Social CRM (transaction + 
    socio/sentiment data)

Other Retailer Wing Tai Retail 

Putting our customers in the centre of everything we do



Customer Relationship

Wing Tai Retail’s main channel of commerce is retail stores

Customer Contact requirement at the stores were determined through ongoing 
review of Store Operations Process (SOP). These requirements are deployed 
through SOP, training manual, and daily performance of store operations routine 
tasks for experienced staff and On-The-Job Training (OJT) for new staff. Refresher 
and reminder measures include Operations Meetings, Store Morning Briefings and 
Show and Tell sessions.

Wing Tai Retail’s CRM Program

Wing Tai Retail engages a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) consultant to 
provide business analytics on transaction data collected through our CRM platform. 
The transaction data will be combined with sentiment data collected via Facebook 
linkage to develop a customer segmentation list with customer requirement 
defined. Customer requirement for each segment will ensure delivery of relevant 
communication (right person), targeted campaign (right time) and validated brand 
portfolio (right product). 

With a customised customer experience focus in mind, Wing Tai Retail identified 5 
key foci of service delivery as shown in Figure 5.2 :
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Figure 5.2: Customising Customer Experience the Wing Tai Retail Way



- Service
- Product
- Membership

Operations ManagerTelephone Call or Visit
to Store *

- Service
- Store
- Products

Retail ServicesOpinion Card

Types of Feedback Lead DepartmentChannels

*Each telephone call to store is expected to be answered within 5 rings

- Membership Queries CRM TeamMembership Portal

- Product Appeal Marcom TeamSocial Platform

- Service OperationsMystery Shopper
Programme

- Service
- Product
- Membership
- Others

Retail Services and
All Departments

Via Company Hotline

- Service
- Product
- Membership
- Others

Retail Services and
All Departments

Via Company Website

Figure 5.3: Wing Tai Retail’s Listening Posts - Structured Feedback Channels

Wing Tai Retail’s Listening Posts

To foster relationships with its customers, Wing Tai Retail has established both 
structured and unstructured listening posts (See Figure 5.3 and 5.4).
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Bringing customer service to a whole new level
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Figure 5.4: Wing Tai Retail’s Listening Posts - Unstructured Feedback Channels

Making use of technology to listen to our customers

Types of Feedback Lead DepartmentChannels

* Service Level Agreement (SLA) for F3 / G2000 Assists
 Business Hours are between 10am to 9pm
 Response time within business hours : 4 hours
 Response time outside business hours : 14 hours
 The above SLA for response time will apply to 90% of all queries

- Post on wall or private
 message for F3 / G2000
 Assist (typically stock
 and membership queries)

Community
Management Team

Wing Tai Retail’s
Facebook Pages*

- Comments on blogs,
 announcements,
 activation campaigns on
 Wing Tai Retail’s website
 and Social Media site

MarcomComments / Likes on
Wing Tai Retail’s
Digital Content

- Conversations on web
 using automated tool -
 these are conversations
 out of Wing Tai Retail’s
 assets

MarcomSocial Media Monitoring

- Any mentions in press -
 Typically product reviews
 or service review articles

Marcom and
All Departments

Press Monitoring



Customers Review Cycle
Wing Tai Retail adopts the following process for continuous improvements to 
service, product, store ambience, visual merchandising and to anticipate future 
market needs (see Figure 5.5).
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Staff are trained to anticipate customers’ needs and exceed their expectations

Figure 5.5: The Cycle for Continuous Improvement



Customer Satisfaction

Wing Tai Retail determines its customer service through the following channels :
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Figure 5.6: Channels for Customer Feedback  
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06 Processes

Innovation Process 
Wing Tai Retail’s innovation process supports value creation in the company brand 
delivery at all customer touch-points whether in stores, out of stores or digitally. 

The innovations and ideas generated are centered around achieving breakthrough 
and improvements in key operational processes – store operations, brand 
management, marketing and CRM, and visual merchandising processes – and 
the company’s strategic business framework of a customer-centric focus, flagship 
status, human capital and productivity (see Figure 6.1).

The innovations and ideas are centered around achieving breakthroughs and 
improvements in our key operational processes and strategic business framework.

With everyone on board, the plan is put through a pilot run especially in the area of 
innovation, which is monitored and later measured against pre-determined hard and 
soft targets in a post-mortem. Unsuccessful pilots are abandoned, while successful 
ones have their hard targets introduced into the standard operating process, while 
soft targets become part of the innovation process.

At a later stage, these are reviewed and further refined to ensure constant 
improvement (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1: Wing Tai Retail’s Innovation Processes



Innovation Process Best Practices

Innovation Management Process 

The innovation management process supports value creation while balancing innovation 
with stability. To this end, Wing Tai Retail harvests ideas from varied and diverse sources:

- Subscription Services - various international Trade Magazines
- Conferences, Seminars and Workshops - Local and Overseas
- Study Visits and Exchanges
- Consultants, Subject Matter Experts, Suppliers
- Principals (Brand Owners), learning and sharing among WTR brands
- Government Agencies - Spring Singapore, Workforce Development Agency,     
   Infocomm Development Authority, International Enterprise Singapore
- Partners - Credit Cards, Landlords
- Trade Associations - Singapore Retailers Association, Orchard Road Business      
   Association, British Chamber of Commerce, Textile & Fashion Industry Training
   Centre 
- Blogs, Articles, Websites
- Customer Feedback
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Figure 6.2: The Innovation Management Processes



Wing Tai Retail’s Innovations 
From its innovation process, Wing Tai Retail has developed several initiatives which 
have propelled the company’s brands to new heights. The introductions of the 
Topshop Personal Shopper, Dorothy Perkins Style Advisor and G2000 Style Specialist 
transformed the staff into fashion retail professionals who provide customers with 
value plus service. In doing so, they achieved higher Average Transaction Value 
(ATV), loyalty and productivity, and built a fashion styling ecosystem across these 
stores (see Figure 6.3 and 6.4). 
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Wing Tai Retail’s Style Specialist attending to a customer’s fashion needs

Figure 6.3: Innovation Process



- Achieve store sales target
- Customer Service (Minimum MSP score to
 achieve)
- Shrinkage / Stock Loss within 0.8% to sales
- Manage staff cost within budget
- Reduce staff attrition

- Achieve brand sales target
- Achieve brand gross margin budget
- Achieve Inventory Management KPI
- Build Fashion culture, shop staff to pass
 product knowledge assessment
- Proportion of assortment to include Top Tier
 capsules

- Achieve brand sales budget 
- VM expense to be within budget
- VM model store delivery sign off by principal :
 minimium at target
- Build VM competency at shop floor : achieve
 target number of Visual Merchandising Specialist

- Achieve brand sales target
- Achieve Marcoms activity target return on
 investment
- Achieve new leads conversion to member target
- Achieve member revenue and profitability target
- Achieve Facebook fan engagement to target

Performance Measures

Store Operations
Ensure stores and staff
deliver exceptional
customer experience

Brand Management
Ensure products maximise
sales and profit

Ensure exceptional
customer experience

Visual Merchandising
Ensure excellent visual
merchandising in stores

Marcoms & CRM
Ensure brand 
communication and
CRM maximise sales /
profit / customer
engagement

Requirements
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Figure 6.4: Wing Tai Retail’s Key Operating Processes



- Recruitment: fulfillment of manpower requirement
- Engagement score and attrition rate to be within
 target
- Reduce medical leave days incurred
- Performance Appraisal and Performance
 Management process
- Achieve training places and training hours target
- Achieve training competency target

- Ensure satisfactory service recovery within time
 frame
- 100% of satisfied service recovery
- Timelines of submission of MSP reports:
  • 1st half scores by the 16th of each month
  • Final scores by the 1st of the next month
  • Final report by the 1st week of the next month
- Timely submission of Opinion Cards and
 Customer Feedback reports

- Verify received rent invoice within time frame
- Turnaround time to resolve operation’s teams
 issues with the malls
- 100% confirmation of communication between
 department stores and Marcoms on department
 stores promotions
- Achieve target number of fulfillment request on
 off-site locations requested by business

Performance Measures

HR / T&D
Provide effective HR 
support to retail

Retail Services
Provide effective customer 
service support

Conduct MSP

Customer Feedback

Project & Retail
Development
Provide effective service 
and support on real estate
matters and retail

Provide store build
services to retail

Requirements

Performance Measures
Wing Tai Retail’s key operating processes encompassing store operations, brand 
management, visual merchandising, marcoms and CRM, as well as its support 
processes of HR and T&D, retail services, project and retail development (see Figure 
6.5), IT, finance and logistics and shipping (see Figure 6.6), all of whom are given 
specific targets to ensure that they meet with the company’s exacting standards.  
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Figure 6.5: Wing Tai Retail’s Support Processes
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Figure 6.6: Wing Tai Retail’s Support Processes

Efficient logistics and shipping processes

- Timely financial information to support decision

 making process

- Achieve time cost efficicncy for year end

 statutory audit

- Review internal control procedures for accounts

 department

- On time payment to suppliers

- Turn-around time for annual budget and P&L

 forecast

- Develiop staff for succession planning

- Target turnaround time for stock from DC

 to stores

- Target turnaround time for daily replenishment

- Target turnaround time for pickup from principals

 to WTR DC

- Manpower expense to budget

- DC expense to budget
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Figure 6.7: Wing Tai Retail’s Information Mechanism to Manage Key Processes

Process Management & Improvement

Requirements       Performance Measure Mechanism

Store    - Monthly Sales Target set - Annual Breakfast Meeting 
Operations - Fortnightly MSP Report - Annual Performance 

- Weekly DOMs Report   Appraisal
- Daily Management Report - Half Yearly Stock Take
- Daily Conversion Month - Quarterly Shopwalk with GM
- Nightly SMS Sales Reports - Monthly Operations Meeting

- Weekly Store Visit by DOM
- Weekly Consolidation 
- Meeting with Brand Manager
- Weekly Trading Meeting with 
  GM
- Weekly Shopwalk with Brand 
  Manager
- Brand Team’s WhatsApp 
  Group Chat

Brand - Annual Budget Presentation
Management - Annual Performance 

- Seasonal Sales & OTB   Appraisal
  plan - Annual / Seasonal Visit by 
- Weekly Sales & Stock   Principal
  Inventory (WSSI) - Seasonal Product Seminar
- Weekly Store Trading - Seasonal Marketing Review 
  Report - Quarterly Shopwalk with GM
- Weekly Trading Report - Monthly Business Review
  to Principal   with GM
- Month Age Inventory - Weekly Conference Call  
  Report    with Principal

- Weekly Trading Review 
  with GM
- Weekly Consolidation 
- Meeting with Stores
- Weekly Shop Visit to Stores

- Annual Sales & Gross Margin

 Budget
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Requirements       Performance Measure Mechanism

Visual - Seasonal Model Store   - Annual Budget Presentation
Merchandising   Pack - Annual Performance 

- Model Store Sign Off   Appraisal
- Checklist - Seasonal Model Store 
- Monthly Trend Update   Set-Up
- Monthly VM Guide - Quarterly Store Layout
- Weekly Bulletin - Change and Set-Up

- Weekly Bulletin
- Quarterly Principal VM 
  sign-off (photos)
- Quarterly VMS proficiency 
  sign-off
- Quarterly VMS training
- Monthly VM Update with 
  GM
- Fortnightly VM consolidation 
  with VMS
- VMS and Store Team  
   WhatsApp Group Chat
- Weekly Shop Visit

 Figure 6.7: Wing Tai Retail’s Information Mechanism to Manage Key Processes

Weekly shop visit by the Visual Merchandising team



Wing Tai Retail’s Process Management approach is executed on an on-going basis  
and is constantly striving for continuous improvement, as illustrated below (see 
Figure 6.8 and 6.9).
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Marcoms & - Monthly CRM Report - Seasonal Marketing Plan 
CRM - Pre and Post Campaign   with Principal

  CRM Report - Seasonal Marketing Plan  
- Pre Campaign Marcoms   with Brand Manager   
  Report - Quarterly Supplier

  Business Update with GM
- Monthly Operations   
  Meeting with Store SIC
- Fortnightly Marketing  
  Update with GM
- Weekly WIP with digital 
  supplier
- Annual Data Analytics Plan 
  with supplier
- Monthly CRM technology 
  meeting with IT

  - Monthly CRM Update with 
  GM

 

Requirements       Performance Measure Mechanism

Process Management and Improvement Review

Figure 6.7: Wing Tai Retail’s Information Mechanism to Manage Key Processes

Figure 6.8: Wing Tai Retail’s Process Management and Improvement Review

- Post-Mortem Report
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Working closely with our Principals and Process Owners 

Figure 6.9: Supplier and Partnership Management

Identify and Select       Relationship Management

- Brand offer by principal fits
  target portfolio for WTR
- Principal has an established
  Retail Store Network model
- Reputation of Principal
- Commercial Terms &
  Business Projection fulfills
  Corporate Finance’s 
  Guidelines for new  

  business proposal

- Communication and
  Feedback Channel
- Seasonal Planning Packs
- Buying Trips / Brand 
  Conferences
- Written Report / Email
- Conferences Calls
- Visits

- Network Meeting by 
  retail management team
- Email and face-to-face
  meetings

- Participation in Partner’s
  initiatives
  

- Email and face-to-face 
  meetings
  

- Location of property,
  tenant mix, store format
  fulfills business requirements 
  and Principal’s guidelines
- Finance projections
  fulfills Corporate Finance
  guidelines for new store 
- Reputation of Landlord

- Business related
- HR and Manpower related
- Retail related

- Meet requirements stipulated
  in procurement project

Principals

Landlords

Government
Partners and
Trade
Associations

Key Suppliers
for essential
Goods and 
Services
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07 Results

To facilitate a better understanding of the different platforms and results Wing Tai 
Retail has achieved as a company, the following classifications have been adopted 
(see Figure 7.1).

Driven by the desire for an organisational culture that promotes learning, innovation 
and the achievement of objectives, Wing Tai Retail has executed a strategy 
framework comprising the four key pillars of human capital, customer centricity, 
flagship status and productivity in order to effect results in its people, customers, 
operations and the financial marketplace. 

Over three years from financial years 2010 to 2012, the company has provided 
internal targets, shared external benchmarks and obtained both qualitative and 
quantitative results.
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Customer Results - Service Engagement
- Product Engagement
- Store Engagement
- Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Financial Results 

- Employee Engagement
- Learning & Development
- Employee Well-being

People Results 

Operational Results - Sales Productivity
- Partnership Relationships
- Corporate Social Responsibilities



Customer Results

Thus far, Wing Tai Retail’s efforts have drawn results in the areas of service, product 
and store engagement, as well as customer relationship management (see Figure 7.2).

This section covers four main areas, namely Service Engagement, Product 
Engagement, Store Engagement and Customer Relationship Management (CRM).
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Jul 09 - Jun 10        Jul 10 - Jun 11        Jul 11 - Jun 12

Target   Actual Target   Actual Target   Actual

a) In-house Mystery 
   Shopper Programme

- Wing Tai Retail

- WTC (UK Brands, 
  Singapore)

- DNP (UK Brands, 
  Malaysia)

b) In-house Customer
   Satisfaction Index

c) Customer Compliments
    vs Complaints

d) Satisfactory Service
    Recovery

- Case Closure in 5
  working days

- Satisfactory service
  recovery in 5
  working days

e) Results on Customer
    Opinions

160     145.5

           174.4

  N.A

 5.0     6.0

90:10   97:3

 95% 95%

 90% 87.7%

160 166.4

185.1

157.5

 5.0     6.6

90:10    97:3

95% 98%

90% 93.3%

160 166.4

191.4

186.9

 5.0     6.6

90:10    96:4

95% 99%

90% 90.1%

- Helpfulness

- Courtesy / Politeness

- Knowledge

95% 97.4%

95% 97.8%

95% 97.0%

95% 99.3%

95% 99.3%

95% 98.5%

95% 97.8%

95% 97.7%

95% 97.7%

Figure 7.2: Service Engagement

Service Engagement



1 of 2 Finalists

In the area of awards, Wing Tai Retail was rated highly among its competitors in 
EXSA Superstar and Singapore Experience Awards. From 2006 to 2008, we also 
won the EXSA Superstar Award consecutively over 3 years and was nominated as 
a finalist in 2009 and 2011 (see Figure 7.3 and 7.4). In addition to these awards, 
the overall retail performance in the Paragon Mystery Shopper audits improved 
remarkably over the same three years. It emerged the winner in the 2011 Singapore 
Experience Awards. 

Separately, Wing Tai Retail was also named the Winner for Customer Service 
Excellence in the British Chamber 12th Annual Business Award.
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2009                        2010                         2011

EXSA 

Superstar

Star

Gold

Silver

Singapore Experience
Awards

1 of 3 Finalists

34

38
    
104

1 of 3 Finalists

     N.A

      17

      33
     
      45

       0

1 of 3 Finalists

17

31
 

73

 Winner and

Figure 7.3: Service Engagement: External Service Testimonials

Singapore Retailers Association Service Excellence Award Dinner



Topshop / Topman under Wing Tai Retail emerged as the high street label with the 
highest service score in the mystery shopping survey by Straits Times Urban on 20 
May 2012. Similarly in a Personal Shopper survey by Straits Times Urban on 2 Dec 
2011, Topshop / Topman’s Personal Shopper received high recognition.
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Mystery Shopping - Straits Times Urban for High Street Labels (20 May 2012)
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Topshop Personal Shopper Visit - Straits Times Urban Report (2 Dec 2011)



Product Engagement

Store Engagement
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Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Wing Tai Retail has ambitiously used a 60% benchmark for CRM penetration rate 
because it is one of the external benchmarks recommended by AIMIA, an international 
consultant for CRM. This external benchmark is taken based on a mature USA market, 
specially for the fashion industry. According to AIMIA, the fact that CRM initiatives 
were only actively implemented 3 years ago by Wing Tai Retail, its huge acceleration 
and penetration over the past 2 years is considered remarkable (see Figure 7.5).

Jul 09 - Jun 10        Jul 10 - Jun 11        Jul 11 - Jun 12

Bench-    Actual
Mark

Bench-    Actual
Mark

Bench-    Actual
Mark

Penetration Rate 60%       21.0% 60%       27.0% 60%       41.0%

Figure 7.5: Customer Opinions on Product

Figure 7.6: Customer Opinions on Store

Figure 7.7: Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Penetration Rate:
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Wing Tai Retail Facebook Success

According to Socialbakers, an international company that provides network statistics 
and analyses to help companies monitor the effectiveness of their social media 
campaigns, the engagement rate benchmark is 0.114% of the total number of fan 
base. For engagement via Facebook, F3, FOX and G2000 all far exceeded this 
target benchmark for daily page engagement (see Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8: Average Daily Page Engagement Rate for Facebook

Vocanic, the company’s social media consultant, observed that Wing Tai Retail owns 
two of the largest Facebook pages in Singapore within the fashion category, with the 
average daily page engagement rate exceeding global benchmarks (see Figure 7.9).

Figure 7.9: Global Facebook Industries by Average Engagement Rate



Benchmarking Against Fashion Pages in Singapore

Financial Results
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Overall, Wing Tai Retail has demonstrated consistent fan growth with G2000 and F3 
overtaking their closest competitors. Over the course of one year from September 
2011 to August 2012, FOX and F3 brands have more than doubled their fan base 
to 23,831 and 37,815 respectively, while G2000 has over tripled the number of fans 
at 46,995.

Benchmarking the company’s success on Facebook, G2000, F3 and FOX all 
came in among the top five when compared to other fashion pages in Singapore 
(see Figure 7.10).

Overall, Wing Tai Retail has seen sales revenue rose from $176m in financial year 
2010 to $200m in financial year 2012. The company’s return on investment rose 
from 17% in financial year 2010 to 19% in financial year 2012 (see Figure 7.11).

Brands Total Fans Talking About This

adidas    61,266 4,552
G2000    46,995 1,050
F3    37,815    894
PUMA    29,865    429
FOX    23,831    158
CARLO RINO    16,968    498
TEAM NEW BALANCE      5,613      88
FACES PLACES      1,055        2
TOCCO TENERO         541      28
PICARD           45        2

http : //www.socialbakers.com /facebook-pages/singapore/singapore/tag/fashion/page-

Jul 09 - Jun 10        Jul 10 - Jun 11        Jul 11 - Jun 12

Budget   Actual Budget   Actual Budget   Actual

Sales Performance
(in $m)

Return on Sales
(%)

Return on Investments 
(%)

$187     $176

3.4%     3.3%

  17%

$196     $189

5.8%     3.5%

          16%

$205     $200

5.1%     4.3%

   19%

Figure 7.10: Facebook Engagement amongst Fashion Pages in Singapore

Source : SocialBakers,  Top Facebook Pages with the Most Momentum in Singapore

Figure 7.11: Wing Tai Retail’s Financial Performance
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Learning and Development

People Results

In 2011, the Wing Tai Group engaged Nielsen to conduct an Employee Engagement 
Survey. The Group’s overall employee equity was compared to Asia Pacific norms 
to study relativity, as there is no national benchmark. 348 respondents took part in 
the survey, out of which 194 were from Wing Tai Retail (see Figure 7.12). 

This section covers 3 main areas namely Employee Engagement, Learning and 
Development, and Employee Well-being.

Staff training has an important place in Wing Tai Retail. It either met or surpassed all 
original targets in terms of training investment, formal training places, training hours 
and WSQ certificates attainment (see Figure 7.13).

Employee Engagement

Jul 09 - Jun 10        Jul 10 - Jun 11        Jul 11 - Jun 12

Target   Actual Target   Actual Target   Actual

Training Investment
(Based on total Staff
Cost)

Formal Training Places
per head

Formal Training Hours
per head

% of Total Training on
Service-related Modules

Successful Rate of WSQ
Certificates Attainment

  3%       3%

  4          6.3

100      195.4

  -   44%

 90%     94%

  3%       4%

  4          5.4

100      119.2

  -   60%            -

 90%     98%

  3%       3%

  4          4.3

100      138.3

             47%

 90%     97%

Figure 7.13: Staff Training

Figure 7.12: Employee Equity Scorecard
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WTR has not just adopted WSQ courses by becoming Authorised Training 
Organisation (ATO) status since 2005, it has further developed LPM WSQ with 
accreditation. In the year 2011 to 2012, the company continued to develop more 
leadership-related WSQ modules that are customised to its own needs (see Figure 
7.14).

Employees who graduated with Diplomas in Retail Management or Service 
Leadership numbered 26 in FY 2012 – a huge jump from three the year before. The 
Bachelor in Retail Marketing saw two graduates, while the MBA in Retailing had one 
for each of the three years (see Figure 7.15). 

Jul 09 - Jun 10        Jul 10 - Jun 11        Jul 11 - Jun 12

Target   Actual Target   Actual Target   Actual

WSQ Courses 
Accreditation

LPM WSQ Courses
Accreditation

Attendance of all WSQ
Modules

Attendance of all LPM 
WSQ Modules (pax)

Participation Rate of 
NEO + WSQ IWC for 
Newcomers

             4

  2

677

           127

 100%

             6

  2

           1161

           125

 100%

             6

  6

           1267

           125

 100%

Note :
ATO Status (by WDA) since Y2005
COJTC Status (by ITE) since Y2000

Jul 09 - Jun 10        Jul 10 - Jun 11        Jul 11 - Jun 12

Target   Actual Target   Actual Target   Actual

- Diploma ( Retail 
 Management /
 Service Leadership)

- Bachelor in Retail 
 Marketing

- MBA in Retailing

             2

  0

    1

             3

  0

    1

             26

  2

    1

Figure 7.14: Certificate Attainment by Staff

Figure 7.15: Sponsorship Graduates



Derived based on budget sales / actual hours incurred
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In terms of service length, 31% of staff had been working for at least five years, while 
the average man-day lost due to medical reasons dipped slightly, from 2.75 in FY 
2010 to 2.55 in FY 2012 (see Figure 7.16).

Staff Attrition Rate

Operational Results

This section covers 2 main areas, namely Sales Productivity, and Partner and 
Supplier’s Relationship.

Jul 09 - Jun 10        Jul 10 - Jun 11        Jul 11 - Jun 12

Attrition Rate (%)

- WTRM

- WTC

- G2000

- FOX

- Overall

2.84%

8.76%

7.88%

14.78%

8.65%

2.88%

7.56%

8.70%

11.25%

7.77%

2.55%

6.50%

6.78%

11.20%

6.66%

Sales Productivity

FY 2010         FY 2011     FY 2012

Target   Actual Target   Actual Target   Actual

- Sales per Labour Hour

- Inventory Turn (Months)

- Stock Shrinkage % to
 sales

$103    $106

    -        3.7

 0.4%

$103     $96

    -        3.7

 0.3%

$103    $103

    -        3.8

 0.3%

Figure 7.16: Staff Attrition Rate

Figure 7.17: Sales Productivity Chart  



There are more than 460 Topshop stores in 20 countries in the world (300 in UK 
alone). UK defines 15 stores as International Flagships (around 3% of the 

number of stores in their portfolio are considered Flagships. In UK, Gigastores 
represent 50% of total business). Singapore has 2 stores out of 15 Flagships 
represented in these International Flagship Club (in Singapore, the 2 Flagships 

represent 60% of the total Topshop revenue).

A Topshop store is classified as flagship if it has the following traits:

1. High profile location
2. Significant floor size
3. High investment in store design and VM
4. Product assortment that includes special designer capsules, 
    editorial ranges and even fashion risk products
5. Differentiated services such as Personal Shopper, 
    Style Advisor and Concierge
6. Very high store turnover and sales density
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Partner and Supplier’s Relationship

Wing Tai Retail’s commitment to its partners and suppliers and its efforts in building 
strong relationships is evident from the numerous accolades it has received from 
them. Here are two of them:

There are more than 113 Warehouse stores worldwide. Out of these stores, 
there are only 2 international stores classified as Super Flagship status. One of 

them is Warehouse ION Orchard.

A Warehouse store is classified as Super Flagship if it has the following traits:

1.  Received all available options from the Brand
2.  Located in a high profile/prime Mall
3.  Significant size compared to other stores in the brand portfolio
4.  The investment in store design is High Spec
5.  VM Window are schemes and not just plain graphics. 
     i.e. with props.
6.  Assortment will include special designer capsules, and  
     editorial ranges even fashion risk products. 
7.  The store turnover and density has to be of certain size.

 

 

Warehouse

Topshop
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Testimonials from Our Partners and Suppliers

“Singapore is still the best market after Hong Kong in terms of sales per 
square foot in spite of current market challenges. We especially appreciate 

the efforts the Singapore team put into social media and marketing. It 
certainly demonstrates innovative ways to attract and retain consumers in 

the digital era.”

G2000 Principal
Edmond Lau

(Sales Director)

Karen Millen Principal
Simon Gaffey 

(Business Development Dir ector) 

“In Singapore the market is certainly not the largest, but in terms of commitment, 
knowledge & understanding of what Karen Millen represents, no one does it 

better than Wing Tai Retail.”
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Contributions to Singapore’s Retail Industry

Wing Tai Retail’s contributions to the retail industry have not gone unnoticed by 
government agencies and the business community. Helen Khoo, the company’s 
Executive Director, was named as Chairperson of WDA’s Retail Industry Skills Training 
Council in 2010 / 2011. She was also a Committee Member of the SQA Management 
Committee from 2010 to 2011, and was on board the Economic Strategies Sub-
Committee with the Ministry of Manpower in 2010 as well as Spring Singapore’s Policy 
Advisory Committee for Growth-Oriented Enterprises in 2011/ 2012. She is currently 
the Honarary Secretary of the Singapore Retailers Association (SRA) and the Honorary 
Treasurer of the Orchard Road Business Association (ORBA). 

 “Wing Tai Retail is a key strategic partner to DBS, always in the forefront of the 
fashion scene, and constantly exciting consumers with new retail concepts. 

Always ahead of its competition, Wing Tai Retail also lead the way by 
embracing innovation and new technology to further its engagement with 

consumers.”

DBS Bank
Sarah O

Paragon
Linda Kwan

(General Manager)

“Wing Tai Retail is able to deliver consistent, high standards of service. They have
a selection of premium high street brands.”

“Working in a strong collaboration with Wing Tai Retail has resulted in many 
mutual benefits for both parties. The creative Wing Tai Retail team finds new 

interesting ways to make their customer loyalty concept more exciting to their 
members and are willing to adopt new technology which makes both

Wing Tai Retail and Memberson innovation leaders in modern customer 
loyalty technology and concepts. As part of the Memberson product roadmap 
planning we work closely with the Wing Tai Retail Team and their ideas play a 
significant role when we plan new functionality and help to increase the user 

experience of the Memberson system.”

Memberson Pte Ltd
Mika Siirtola



Mrs Helen Khoo, Executive Director of Wing Tai Retail 
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Wing Tai Retail is conscious of its role as a corporate citizen and a responsible 
company. From 2009 to 2011, the company took part in the Boys’ Brigade Share-
A-Gift Project and collected 2,300 in food and household items in 2011 alone. Earth 
Hour is another event that the company and its brands participated in throughout the 
three years. 

The company is a regular supporter of the Kidney Dialysis Foundation, raising $26,500 
for the organisation in 2011. It also raised $39,000 via donation boxes in all retail stores 
and donated 1% of its sales turnover for Isetan stores – both of which went towards 
the Red Cross Donation Drive for the Japan Disaster. 

In 2010, Topshop and Topman sponsored a workshop for the Y Stars, and in the same 
year, FOX organised a clothes donation drive for the Rainbow Centre. A year earlier, 
FOX also donated clothes to the Haven Children’s home and Orphanage in Nepal. 

Lending its expertise to the retail sector, Wing Tai Retail contributed the time and 
knowledge of one representative from its organisation to sit on various committees 
from 2009 to 2011. These are Singapore Retailers Association (SRA) Bali Committee 
(2009 and 2010), the Orchard Road Business Association (ORBA) Place Management 
(2011), and the ORBA/Singapore Tourism Board CreativityHub discussion.
   

Corporate Social Responsibilities


